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Your support for WWF has been vital in a year when so much has changed, locally and globally. In New
Zealand we have seen signs of hope, with the announcement of protection for Hector’s dolphin, only to see
that protection challenged in court. Globally we have seen both the US and Australia commit to action on
climate change, but at home the new government has watered down the Emissions Trading Scheme and
introduced little else to reduce New Zealand’s greenhouse gas emissions.
As part of the WWF family, you are part of a very large number of people who support our goal: a living
planet where people and nature live in harmony. In March 2009 1.5 million New Zealanders – over half the
adult population – took part in Earth Hour. You switched off your lights, turned off unnecessary appliances,
and took many other actions to show that when we all act together, we can make a big difference. Hundreds
of millions of people all around the world did the same, proving to prime ministers and presidents that they
can, and must, take action to stop dangerous climate change.
New Zealand should be a leader, not just on climate change but across all aspects of conservation and
sustainability. We have an astounding number of species, both on land and in the sea, many of which are
found nowhere else on earth. But many of them are already at risk. WWF depends on your support to run
our campaigns, influencing the decision makers who must act to ensure future generations live in a world
rich in wildlife and safe from climate change.
As we head towards the second decade of this century, it is essential that governments, businesses and
communities act together to prevent climate change and protect wildlife and habitats. WWF is a powerful
voice, influencing decision makers at the highest levels of government, challenging businesses to change
their practices, and supporting communities who take action on the ground. All this would not be possible
without you – your donations allow WWF to campaign on your behalf for a living planet at this most
critical time in humanity’s history. You can be proud of your contribution to such an important cause.

Chris Howe
Executive Director, WWF-New Zealand
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National Conservation
Supporting local conservation – WWF’s Habitat Protection Fund
comes of age
WWF’s successful community conservation programme, the Habitat Protection Fund, is about to celebrate its
tenth anniversary.
Since 2000 WWF-New Zealand has distributed around $2.25 million to over 400 local conservation projects
throughout New Zealand. WWF runs the Habitat Protection Fund (HPF) in partnership with The Tindall
Foundation. “The Fund allows us to support conservation that really makes a difference at the local level,”
comments WWF’s Community Programme Manager, Marc Slade. “Not only are all these individual projects
good for communities, together they are an important part of the New Zealand conservation effort to protect
our native species and restore habitats.”
Whangarei Heads Landcare Trust was one of the first community groups to receive HPF funding, for their
“restoring the call of the kiwi” project to protect kiwis and their habitat from invasive species such as stoats
and possums.
WWF funds helped this successful kiwi conservation project win one of its first battles – protecting kiwi
chicks from stoats. Seven years on, Helen Moodie, Regional Coordinator at New Zealand Landcare Trust and
member of the Whangarei Heads group reflects on a louder backyard:
“Getting a biodiversity enhancement project going – and maintaining the momentum to ensure the good work
isn’t wasted – is far from easy. Often it is the initial support that is the hardest to find. Funding from the WWF
Habitat Protection Fund for the early stages of the Whangarei Heads Landcare Forums project to “restore the
call of the kiwi” to the area contributed hugely to its long term success.
“Now, seven years on, the ongoing predator trapping programme ensures that most kiwi chicks survive to a
size where they can fight off stoats. Based on annual kiwi monitoring it is estimated that the population has
grown from just 50 birds in 2002 to 300 in 2009. WWF funding for a contract trapper has been crucial to this
success.
“Even more encouraging is the increase in community awareness that landowners in Whangarei Heads are
lucky enough to have kiwi literally in their backyard (and even in the gumboots at the back door, according to
one reputable report!). This awareness is critical to the long term survival of kiwi in the area – because the
biggest threat remaining to kiwi is from uncontrolled dogs. But as more people exercise their dogs on a lead
and more lifestyle block subdivisions are ‘dog and cat free’, behaviour looks to be changing.
“Without the support from WWF we wouldn’t be saying confidently that our grandchildren will still be
disturbed at night by the shrill call of a kiwi from their backyard. Bring on the sleepless nights!”
WWF is committed to funding a wide range of community-led projects, and in April 2009 granted funding to
nine very different groups around New Zealand, including a kiwi conservation project in East Taranaki.
WWF-New Zealand is now redesigning the HPF to reinforce our community conservation strategy by focusing on a number of priority landscapes. “We will work strategically with a wide range of stakeholders to
develop projects that contribute to the protection and restoration of a whole landscape – comprised of a range
of habitats – to help make it resilient to climate change and other threats,” says WWF’s Marc Slade.
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Kiwi release with Oxborrow family © NZ Landcare Trust
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WWF’s Earth Hour sends powerful signal to world leaders
2009 was a breakthrough year for WWF’s climate change campaign. In March, New Zealanders were amongst
hundreds of millions of people in over 4000 Earth Hour cities and towns in 88 countries who called for action on
climate change. Those who turned off their lights for WWF’s Earth Hour became part of the largest vote for Earth
in history. In New Zealand 44 cities and councils took part, with an estimated 1.5 million Kiwis turning off their
lights and appliances to demonstrate their support for action on climate change.
“It is a staggering result that for perhaps the first time demonstrated the significant support for action on climate
change. Earth Hour is a beginning for many people to reduce their impact on the planet. It shows that people
understand that stopping dangerous climate change requires action from us all: individuals, businesses and
government,” comments Peter Hardstaff, WWF-New Zealand’s Climate Change Campaigner.
Earth Hour is an important part of WWF’s global climate change campaign to keep global warming well below
the danger-threshold of 2 degrees Celsius compared to pre-industrial levels.
A temperature rise above 2 degrees would bring with it a set of devastating impacts for people and nature, such as
bleaching coral reefs, pushing Arctic and Antarctic species towards extinction as their habitats melt, and
displacing people living on low-lying South Pacific Islands.
“It is possible to prevent the worst impacts of climate change. Earth Hour sent a powerful message of hope to
world leaders within months of the UN Climate Change Summit, as politicians contemplated the opportunity to
agree a new treaty that could lead to a climate safe future,” states WWF’s Peter Hardstaff.
“Thanks are due to all WWF supporters who help us run campaigns like Earth Hour. In 2010 we hope to reach
even more people, and continue the journey that Earth Hour participants started this year, generating greater
political pressure on developed countries to commit to a fair, just and binding global treaty on climate change.”

Children spell it out for Parliament – 51% of New Zealanders vote Earth! © Louise Hatton / WWF-New Zealand
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South American fishers read up on seabird-safe fishing practices thanks to Southern Seabirds. © Pro Delphinus

Safer waters for New Zealand’s albatrosses wherever they roam
Through Southern Seabird Solutions, WWF supported an important initiative to spread the message of seabird-safe
fishing practices to South American fishers.
Protecting albatrosses is a WWF priority. Of the 22 species of albatross that exist, 18 are now classified by the
IUCN’s Red List of Threatened Species as vulnerable, endangered or critically endangered. The greatest threat to
most species is fishing.
“New Zealand is a hotspot for albatrosses. Many species breed here and nowhere else in the world,” explains
WWF-New Zealand’s Marine Programme Manager Rebecca Bird. “Albatrosses spend the majority of their lives at
sea, circumnavigating the globe and flying as far as Southern Africa, Australia, Japan, and North and South
America. Our work to protect them from dangerous fishing practices extends throughout their range, beyond the
boundaries of New Zealand’s Exclusive Economic Zone, and involves global collaboration with key partners.”
In 2009, Southern Seabird Solutions responded to South American groups calling for Spanish-language seabird
educational materials to ensure that basic messages of seabird-safe fishing methods are spread further. Southern
Seabird Solutions joined forces with Pro Delphinus, a not-for-profit Peruvian conservation organisation based in
Lima, to develop a Spanish-language educational resource that can be used in many coastal regions of South
America including Argentina.
Joanna Alfaro Shigueto of Pro Delphinus says: “We knew about the Trust’s educational fact sheets and thought they
could be adapted for the audiences we’re trying to reach in Peru and other parts of South America. We’ve created
a series of general fact sheets that explore issues that are of importance across South America."
“Since launching in 2002, Southern Seabird Solutions has made significant strides in convincing more New
Zealand fishers to adopt seabird-safe fishing practices,” says WWF’s Rebecca Bird. “This initiative is important
because it means more fishers throughout our seabirds’ range are aware of how serious this issue is, and the basic
actions they can take to help protect albatrosses, petrels and other seabirds.”
Along with support from WWF-New Zealand, many people contributed to these fact sheets. WWF and Southern
Seabird Solutions thank Carlos Moreno, Marco Favero, Sofia Copello, and Gustavo Jimenez for their assistance in
developing the country-specific fact sheets. Thanks also to Jose Carlos Marquez and Jill Awkerman for reviewing
and commenting on the series of fact sheets.
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South African Oceans to benefit from New Zealand conservation partnership
The success of Southern Seabird Solutions has caught the attention of the international conservation community
and the fishing industry. It inspired WWF-South Africa to form an alliance with the fishing industry based on the
New Zealand model and partnership concept to address the environmental impacts of fishing on South African
waters, including the bycatch of seabirds and other marine species.
“Southern Seabird Solutions set itself the hard task of persuading all fishers to face up to their environmental
responsibilities and do something constructive to solve it. And it’s working. I’m delighted that the success of
New Zealand’s conservation effort for our seabirds has helped our colleagues in South Africa form a similar
partnership with fishers to stop the destruction of their marine environment,” states WWF-New Zealand’s Marine
Programme Manager Rebecca Bird. “It’s also really inspiring to see the model being considered in other regions
of the world such as South America. We share a lot of the same birds, the same issues and the same solutions so
it’s logical that we should work together collaboratively on a global scale to protect our great ocean wanderers.”
New Zealand’s white-capped albatrosses, which breed on the Auckland Islands, are amongst the species likely to
benefit from the new South African partnership. The species is one of the most commonly caught seabirds that
the South African government is attempting to manage.
About Southern Seabird Solutions
The Southern Seabird Solutions Trust (est. 2002) is an innovative alliance that includes representatives from the
fishing industry, government, Maori organisations and environmental groups that supports and encourages fishers
in southern ocean fleets to adopt responsible fishing practices. Its scope extends beyond New Zealand's Exclusive
Economic Zone because seabirds that breed in New Zealand territory are global travellers, roaming the oceans as
far afield as Southern Africa, Australia, Japan, and North and South America. Southern Seabird Solutions’
ultimate goal is that all fishing vessels in the southern hemisphere use fishing practices that avoid the accidental
capture of seabirds.
The Southern Seabird Solutions Trust is supported financially by the Department of Conservation, and the fishing
industry through the New Zealand Seafood Industry Council and the Deepwater Group Ltd. The Trust is also
supported by WWF-New Zealand. Funding for the Trust’s projects comes from a variety of sources, both within
and outside New Zealand, and includes financial contributions from supporters, grants, sponsorship and services
in kind. Watch this short film about Southern Seabird Solutions where members talk candidly about their efforts
to solve seabird bycatch: http://www.southernseabirds.org/ss-home_trust_film

Chatham albatross © Wild Press / WWF
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Dolphins don’t grow on trees. © Suzanne McGuinness / WWF
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Extinction for New Zealand’s Hector’s and Maui’s dolphins? Just say No.
WWF’s long-running campaign to protect New Zealand’s endangered Hector’s and Maui’s dolphins saw a
breakthrough in May 2008, when the Government responded by strengthening protection to stem the number of
dolphins dying needlessly in fishing nets.
In October 2008, a section of the New Zealand fishing industry launched a legal bid to strip away many of the
new hard-won protection measures.
The judge granted interim relief for the fishers from some of the new protection measures, and a decision on the
judicial review due in July 2009 has yet to be released.
“The fishers’ claim the Government did not follow due procedure, and that there is insufficient science to warrant
the increased protection,” states WWF’s Rebecca Bird. “In fact, the science is very clear - the Government’s own
research shows that fishing with nets is the biggest threat to the dolphins’ survival and, in 2008, the National
Institute for Water & Atmospheric Research found that 110 to 150 Hector’s dolphins were dying in commercial
gill nets alone each year.”
WWF supporters’ response to an emergency appeal in early 2009 provided vital funding for WWF’s continued
campaigning for the dolphins protection. “The main danger was that the science would not be represented
properly. The additional funding meant we were able to present the Minister of Fisheries with a compelling
briefing including science that finds the dolphins can recover their numbers, if the nets are removed from their
habitat.”
The vast majority of New Zealanders support greater protection for Hector’s and Maui’s dolphins, and a
significant part of WWF’s campaign to protect the dolphins is community engagement. “To save a species as
close to the brink of extinction as Maui’s requires everyone to get involved in their recovery,” comments Victoria
Travers, WWF’s Maui’s Education Coordinator. “When Newmarket School in Auckland learned about Maui's
dolphins in late 2008, the students developed an action plan to protect the species, and invited me to come and
give a talk. The students were very knowledgeable and asked intelligent questions about the species and what
could be done to protect them. The school decided to have a market day to raise money for their environment
programme, celebrating the mural they had created to celebrate life in the ocean.”

A Hector's dolphin leaping out of the water
© Erin Green, Department of Conservation
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Communities as far from Hector’s dolphins’ habitat as is possible to get in
New Zealand are getting involved in the conservation of the species.
© WWF-New Zealand

South Island focus for WWF’s community campaign
WWF strengthened its South Island community engagement programme in 2008/9, launching its Hector’s
education resource for schools, and gaining a new staff member - Hector’s Dolphin Community Coordinator,
Gemma McGrath. Gemma’s work with communities of Kaikoura and Otago in 2009 involved meeting with
local people and stakeholders to alert the community to the impact of set net fishing on the declining dolphin
population in their local area. In a move that demonstrates the strength of passion that Gemma inspires for
saving Hector’s dolphins, a community far from the dolphins’ habitat made an extraordinary gift to WWF.
Gemma explains: “This year I was given 3 tonnes of Pinot Gris grapes to turn into wine to raise funds for
WWF’s campaign to save Hector’s and Maui’s dolphins. In late March, a bunch of locals helped me pick all
the grapes and transport them to Olssen's winery for winemaker Jen Parr to work her magic for free. Vinpro,
a local bottling company offered to bottle the wine for free as well as procure further sponsorship with
bottles and screwcaps. A domino effect was set in place, with design, print, and packaging companies
coming on board to donate huge time and money to help save our native dolphins."
McGrath concludes: "Even inland communities like Bannockburn in Central Otago care greatly about the
protection of our native dolphins and will give time, money and services generously to help ensure their
survival."
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New WWF supporters provide vital conservation funding

WWF welcomes all new supporters who have recently joined WWF’s
cause. “Part of WWF’s global conservation strategy is to expand our
supporter base, here in New Zealand and around the planet,” says
WWF-New Zealand’s Executive Director Chris Howe. “The more
people we speak on behalf of, in every country, the more influential we
are in persuading governments, businesses and communities around the
world to make their impact on the planet a sustainable one. Our
investment in successful fundraising campaigns to find new WWF
supporters, generous people who are committed to our cause, is
absolutely fundamental to achieving our vision for New Zealand and the
planet, now and into the future. On behalf of everyone at WWF, thank
you to all our members for your support – both newly joined and those
who have been supporting us for some time – you are making a
significant and important difference to our living planet.”

Thank you to all our new supporters from the WWF-New Zealand team
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Environmental Education
WWF steps in to support teachers as government axes vital environmental
education funding
In May 2009, despite teachers’ growing demand for environmental education training, the Government axed all
teacher funding for professional development in Education for Sustainability.
“The cuts are a kick in the teeth for teachers who are interested and enthusiastic about delivering environmental
education to their students. It’s a movement which has gained significant momentum in recent years, and has great
potential to help deliver a sustainable future for New Zealand,” comments Wendy Barry, WWF’s Education
Programme Leader. “Cutting funding now means the Government is failing to give teachers the skills they want
and need to teach sustainability, and denying New Zealand children the chance to learn about their environment.”
The cuts are a set back after significant progress in securing better environmental education for New Zealand
school children. In 2007, WWF campaigning helped ensure sustainability was established as part of the national
curriculum for the first time. By the end of 2008, the number of schools with Enviroschools accreditation had
grown to 635, representing nearly a quarter of all schools, up from 419 in 2006.
“The cuts mean teachers will depend on other organisations, including WWF, for professional support in the
coming years,” comments WWF’s Wendy Barry. “We will need to provide more resources and training, and to
work with other providers to identify aspects environmental education that teachers most need. Fortunately
Enviroschools will continue, but with a reduced capacity.”
Underlining the urgent need for environmental education, WWF’s 2008 Living Planet Report found New
Zealanders have one of the largest ecological footprints per capita, ranking as sixth in the world for consumption.
“I’m grateful to WWF supporters for their ongoing commitment. Their support means we can make sure the drive
to give all children quality environmental education is continued, despite this set back. We will also continue to
advocate for the Government to reinstate teacher funding for professional development in Education for
Sustainability.”
Children monitoring shellfish at Te Matuku Bay, as part of WWF’s Auckland
Marine Matters education programme. © Janet Hunt / WWF-New Zealand
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WWF supports 18 more New Zealand schools and communities in their
mission to protect nature in their backyard
In 2008/9, in partnership with the Tindall Foundation, WWF’s Environmental Education Action Fund (EEAF)
distributed over $50,000 of vital funding to 18 environmental education projects run by schools and communities.
The funds have given thousands of children and young people across New Zealand the chance to get involved in
projects that benefit their local environment.
The WWF-funded projects are varied, from the students of an Auckland school learning how to grow their own
food organically as part of their ‘Kitchen Cultivators’ project, to the Coromandel school where students are
establishing a predator-free habitat to restore native species, through to a river rehabilitation project in Taranaki.
All the projects are unique, and all are run by teachers and community leaders who have the same mission at
heart – to give young people the chance to understand the natural world.
New home for tui, fantails and weta at Churchill Park School, Auckland
Thanks to funding from WWF, the inspiration of teachers at Churchill Park School, and the enthusiasm of
students, this Auckland school embarked on an exciting project to transform a stagnant area of low lying,
often-flooded school grounds into a wetland garden.
The project has been designed as a ‘living classroom’ as children help create a native wetland habitat for species
such as tui, woodpigeon, fantail, pukeko, weta and other native insects.
“Local projects like this are significant because they show children how powerful their actions can be in shaping
their local environment,” comments WWF’s Wendy Barry. “The degradation of New Zealand’s wetlands is a
national conservation problem, so it is particularly encouraging to support a project that gives young people an
awareness of the issues and the solutions. The IUCN’s 2009 Red List of Threatened Species reported that
approximately 85-90% of NZ’s wetlands have been lost or degraded through drainage schemes, irrigation and
land development. The lesson this project teaches everyone, including the children, is our power to reverse this
damage, restore the health of the natural environment, and encourage the return of native species.”
“The Kitchen Cultivators” - Pasadena Intermediate School, Auckland
The ‘Kitchen Cultivators’ project was amongst 18 schools and community groups to successfully apply for
funding through WWF’s Environmental Education Action Fund in 2008/9. This organic gardens project develops
students’ understanding of where food comes by growing their own food, from seed through to harvest. WWF is
proud to support the Kitchen Cultivators with funds for a part-time gardening consultant to provide advice,
leadership, and gardening materials.
“In this day and age when we are more aware of the affect food and culture have on our planet and well-being,
such initiatives are vital and essential. They are small, meaningful and ensure a powerful learning experience for
all involved,” comments organic gardening expert Brendan Hoare, in support of Pasadena Intermediate School’s
application for funding from WWF.
AJ Walsh, Principal and Secretary Board of Trustees, echoes the same ethos: “If we are preparing students for the
future, care of our environment and sustainability are not just important, they are critical elements of both our
school programmes and our school operation… our students are becoming increasingly aware, active and
proactive about these issues.”
And the project has already won the support and enthusiasm of many students: “I started Kitchen Cultivators
because I am very passionate about environmental and sustainable issues. With this economic crisis educating
children in this area will enable their parents to grow their own fruit and vegetables at home,” says Isabella
Lenihan-Ikin, student of Pasadena Intermediate School.
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International Conservation
Cook Island communities’ sustainability journey
Sixty-eight Cook Islanders have become new advocates of sustainable development in their communities,
thanks to a WWF education project funded jointly by WWF and the New Zealand Government’s overseas
development fund.
In October 2008, Te Kaveinga Ora no te Aorangi – WWF’s Cook Islands Environmental Education project –
moved into its second phase, training a team of Cook Islanders in sustainable development. These are people
who work in their own communities to identify where their use of natural resources is unsustainable. It
builds on the schools environmental education programme that was the focus of phase one of the project.
“This is exciting because it increases ownership and community participation in looking after their natural
resources today, so those resources will continue to provide for them in the future. The people of the Cook
Islands are directly reliant on the natural resources around them – particularly their marine resources. Their
own health and well-being rests on their skill in managing their environmental resources sustainably,”
explains WWF-New Zealand’s Education Programme Manager, Wendy Barry.
WWF is committed to the project for the long-term, and is pleased to be working in partnership with the
Government’s overseas development fund, which is an effective way of delivering support to communities in
the Pacific Islands. “The communities are at the beginning of such a massive journey. These are small initial
steps, but it’s very exciting to see the progress being made. People are beginning to think and talk about
what’s going on in their own villages, and seeing that some things need to change.”

One of the paramount chiefs of Takitumu unveiling the WWF-funded ra'ui sign with
Environmental Education officer Sylvia George standing by. © WWF
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Financial Summary
Summary of Financial Year ending 30 June 2009.

Where the money comes from
Income 2008-09

Trusts & Grants
21%
Corporate
Support
8%

Supporters
52%

WWF Network
8%

Investment
Income
5%

Government
4%
Earned Income
2%

Where the money goes
Expenditure 2008-09

International
Conservation
Conservation
Education
8%
Policy
12%
1%
WWF Network
Levies
1%
National
Conservation
45%

Administration
6%

Fundraising &
Marketing
26%
Communication
1%

The information in this report has been summarised from the annual accounts of WWF-New Zealand for the year
ending 30 June 2009. The full financial statements have been audited by Ernst & Young. Copies of the full report
are available from WWF-New Zealand.
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